McCain delays campaign, Obama says continue the debates
United States presidential candidate John McCain announced today that he would be suspending his campaign and sought to postpone a scheduled debate with his opponent, Barack Obama. McCain says his reason is to focus on the country's financial crisis and says that Obama should also suspend his campaign.

Wikinews interviews Frank McEnulty, New American Independent Party nominee for President of the United States
Earlier this week, Wikinews reporter Joseph Ford held an exclusive interview with the New American Independent Party's U.S. presidential nominee, Frank McEnulty. In it, McEnulty explains why he would be a good president, why it is necessary to elect someone from a third party to the Oval Office this year, and above all, why you should give him your vote.

Gordon Brown: I can lead Britain through economic crisis
Gordon Brown, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, today spoke at the 2008 Labour Party conference. In his speech he described his determination to lead his party and country, in addition to claiming that the current financial situation meant that this was no time for a novice to claim a country, saying that he is the right man to lead. This speech comes as questions are raised over Brown's suitability as a leader.

First Google Android phone unveiled, will be available soon
The first phone that runs on Google Android was unveiled today by T-Mobile. The announcement of this new handset, named the T-Mobile G1, was made in an event run by T-Mobile USA which took place today.

President of the United States George W. Bush is to address the nation on prime time television to discuss the crisis and the Paulson plan.
• Senator John McCain, the Republican Party nominee in the presidential election, postpones campaigning and seeks deferral of a presidential debate so that he can return to Washington D.C. to discuss the subprime mortgage crisis and the Paulson Plan.
• Preliminary findings made for the American Geophysical Union that support the Clathrate gun hypothesis, indicate the possible release of millions of tons of methane, a greenhouse gas, from Arctic seabeds.
• The Diet elects Taro Aso of the Liberal Democratic Party as the new Prime Minister of Japan.
• Tomislav Nikolić announces that his party (a splinter from the Serbian Radical Party) will be called Serbian Progressive Party and that it will be founded on 21 October 2008.
• Typhoon Hagupit hits Vietnam, the Philippines and southern China, killing at least eight.

London Stages Václav Havel's Leaving as First Place Outside Czech Republic
The first play written by former Czech president Václav Havel after his presidential retirement saw a great success at its first showing outside of the Czech Republic. Leaving was staged by the London Orange Tree Theatre starting on September 20.

The audience in the sold-out theatre reacted spontaneously to the play’s text and to Havel’s own notes. The playwright commented his play and characters' acts through his pre-recorded words. He was not present at the premiere himself, his visit is expected on Friday, September 26.

Geoffrey Bevers played the main role of chancellor who is suffering when leaving politics. The play was translated to English by Canadian writer Paul Wilson and directed by...
Sam Walters, the artistic leader of the Orange Tree.

Wilson knows Czech society and language because he stayed in Prague in the 1970s (he was also member of a famous underground musical group The Plastic People of the Universe). In 1977, he was forced to leave former Czechoslovakia after The Plastic People were disbanded. Wilson has rich experiences from translating Havel’s texts into English; he has translated two more Havel plays. He thinks Leaving can be the work that can be best accepted outside Czech Republic because of its dateless topic.

Director Sam Walters named the play "funny and sad, about big things, about politics, but also about personal fortunes." His company will perform Leaving till the middle of December and it will add other Havel plays Mountain Hotel, Audience, Private View and Protest.

Havel's Leaving was first staged in Czech language in Prague May 22, 2008. Havel tried to have the play in the National Theatre, but the premiere took place in the Archa Theatre at the end. The expected participation of Havel's wife Dagmar Havlová was also cancelled.

Wiki news interviews Frank McEnulty, New American Independent Party nominee for President of the United States

So far, the news on the U.S. presidential election has been dominated by Republican Party and Democratic Party nominees John McCain and Barack Obama. However, recently, some "third party" candidates have begun to gain notoriety, namely Libertarian Party nominee Bob Barr and independent Ralph Nader. Unbeknownst to many, there are several other minor party candidates in the race. One of them is New American Independent Party nominee Frank McEnulty. McEnulty has been interviewed several times by Wikinews over the past few months, but in one held earlier this week with reporter Joseph Ford, he went into detail on why he'd be a good president, why it's necessary to support a third party candidate this year, and most importantly, why you should give him your vote.

The interview can be read below.

Interview

Wikinews (Joseph Ford): Why are you running for president?
Frank McEnulty: I am running for President because, as the father of two daughters, I am completely and utterly disgusted with both political parties in this country and am very concerned about what type of country we will be leaving form our children and grandchildren.

WN: You’re the nominee of the New American Independent Party. What does your party stand for?
Frank McEnulty: The New American Independent Party believes in a smaller federal government that is not as wasteful of the people’s money and our country’s resources. It also believes in a federal government that works for the benefit of all Americans and not predominantly for those Americans who belong to the President’s political party.

WN: If elected, how would you handle America's economical crisis?
Frank McEnulty: I would handle the current economic crisis by cutting out the cancer as soon as possible and getting the economy back on a sound footing so that Americans can do what they do best, move things forward once again.

Then, to ensure that this did not happen again, I would establish policies that would prevent this from recurring and I would instigate large criminal investigations into fraudulent lending and financial practices. People would go to jail. People would lose their financial assets. People would pay for what they did wrong and allowed to happen. For example, I would also see to it that the ex-heads of Fannie and Freddie never saw a dime of their deferred compensation even if that meant a prepackaged bankruptcy filing by both entities to void their contracts.

This mess needs to be cleaned up, but someone besides the American people at large needs to help pay for it with their assets and freedom. This, in and of itself, would go a long way to restoring confidence in our financial system. No one who almost brought our country to its knees financially should be rewarded when they are fired for doing so.

WN: How would you handle illegal immigration?
Frank McEnulty: Enforce the laws on the books and cut out all federal aid to illegal immigrants. If there are no jobs and no benefits to being here illegally then they will go home and stay there. This process is working in Arizona and will work nationwide.

I would also push for an amendment to the Constitution which would allow people born here to only be an automatic citizen of the US if their parents are already citizens.

WN: How would you handle foreign relations with Europe, where there
are growing anti-American feelings?
Frank McEnulty: I would first stop being so unilateral in our policies outside the United States. If we can't make a strong enough argument to get the rest of the world on our side in a cause, then maybe we'd better think twice before we go off on our own. I would also send ambassadors to Europe and the rest of the world that are truly qualified for the jobs and not political appointees who are being repaid for raising lots of money to get me elected.

WN: How would you handle the War on Drugs?
Frank McEnulty: I think it is time we started putting more of our resources into drug rehab that prison time. Until we start to do something concrete and real about the demand for drugs by our people the War on Drugs will never be won. As long as there is demand, someone will figure out a way to supply that demand. Look at how successful we have been in cutting down on cigarette use. Surely an anti-drug program as pervasive as the anti-cigarette programs have been would be successful in cutting drug use. Combined with a comprehensive program of rehabilitation and we will start to reduce drug use in this country. Throwing everyone in prison is not the answer.

WN: It has been over five years since the Iraq War began. As president, how would you handle it?
Frank McEnulty: The war in Iraq should have never happened. However, now that we made the mess, we need to see it through or we will create an even bigger mess going forward. As it appears that the Iraqi government is becoming more and more able to handle its own security and problems every day we must continue to help them grow in the job and then get out of their way as soon as they ask us to.

WN: For millions of Americans, health care is a major issue. How would you handle it?
Frank McEnulty: Health care is truly a big concern for a lot of Americans because it is probably the one thing that can ruin them financially quicker than anything else. However, I do not believe in a Nationalized Health Care system because I've never know the federal government to run a program more effectively and cost efficiently. I also believe that to a certain extent the health care crisis is somewhat of a media and politically created crisis. People are not dying in the streets due to lack of medical care and, although some people are destroyed by huge medical bills each year, the numbers are not staggering. I'm big on personal responsibility and believe that if a person takes personal responsibility for the little things in life then there should be a program for dealing with the major problems that is the responsibility of the government. For that reason I have proposed a national, major medical insurance pool for major medical items. Everyone who wishes to be covered would have to pay in a nominal amount for coverage, then, if a major medical event occurs, they would coverage for those expenses. However, if you choose not to pay into the system then you have no coverage period and all major medical bills would be your personal problem.

WN: How would you handle America's educational system?
Frank McEnulty: Education and how we educate our children should be a state and local issue. The best way in which to educate our children is best decided from the bottom up and not from the top down. The role of the federal government in this issue is to provide the necessary funding to the states to ensure that there is adequate money for the education system to use. Beyond that, they should stay out of the process.

WN: How would you handle abortion?
Frank McEnulty: Having spoken with people who have been faced with the decision of getting an abortion or not, I realize it is probably one of the most difficult decisions most women can ever make in their lives and one rarely forgotten. My preference would be that no one would ever feel that they have to get or contemplate an abortion for any reason. However, I also believe that this is a moral issue that is best decided by a woman, her family, friends and religious beliefs. Abortion should be a state issue decided on the state level although I firmly believe that partial birth abortion is wrong in any and all cases.

WN: How would you handle the environment?
Frank McEnulty: I am an outdoorsman. There is nothing I enjoy more than hiking through open spaces, hunting and fishing. I
also have children and am worried about what resources they will have as they, and hopefully someday, their children, grow older. Naturally, I am for protecting the environment. However, there is a give and take to everything. As the country continues to grow so will our demands for space and natural resources. I believe that the environment can be protected and nurtured while still being used for the greater good of all Americans. Sometimes that will require a set-aside of certain areas of the country as protected environments and sometimes that will require that we exploit the land and minerals to keep our country going. Will everyone be happy with my decisions? Probably not, but as a President that is independent of the influences of the major parties, I can always make my decisions based on the best information and the best interests of our country, both today and in the future.

WN: Why is it necessary that a third party candidate be voted into the White House this year?
Frank McEnulty: Because only a third party candidate can bring about the true change that is necessary to get our country back on the right path for all Americans. Does anyone truly believe that change will come from the two major party candidates when their parties have the greatest vested interests in keeping the status quo? I don't think so and never see it happening.

To have true change you need someone in charge who is not a product of the system, who will hire the best people for the job regardless of political affiliation and who is only interested in doing what is best for all Americans. That person will only come from an source independent of the political machines – from a third party.

WN: We haven't seen many Frank McEnulty media appearances, billboards or commercials. Will we see these in the weeks ahead? Or are you trying to run more of a grassroots campaign?
Frank McEnulty: This time around it is a grassroots campaign, but we are building a strong base for the next election that will allow us to have more resources to expend on traditional media while continuing our grassroots appeal. Every week the campaign gathers more and more notice and that will continue to grow.

WN: How are you currently doing in the polls?
Frank McEnulty: I rarely am included in any polls.

WN: Why are you a better candidate than Chuck Baldwin (Constitution Party), Bob Barr (Libertarian Party), John McCain (Republican Party), Cynthia McKinney (Green Party) or Barack Obama (Democratic Party)? Why should the American people give you their vote?
Frank McEnulty: First, they should vote for me because I truly believe that where I stand on most issues is where the vast majority of Americans stand. We may not agree on everything all the time, but they will know that deep down I am fighting for the same things that they want to see happen. Also, for the simple reason that I can and will do things differently than all of them would in the same position and below are a few examples of the ways in which my administration would be much different than those of any other President.

WN: Why is partisan politics and my administration:

Partisan Politics and My Administration:
There will be no partisan politics allowed in my administration because I have seen first-hand how destructive they can be to getting the job done and helping people get back to their lives. For the last three years I have been involved in developing a project in the New Orleans area. The project is now underway, but during that time I have had the opportunity to travel to New Orleans several times and have seen first-hand what has and hasn't been happening in the area since the hurricane in 2005 (over 36 months ago now). Not nearly enough is getting done. In Louisiana, they spent way too long blaming the Republicans in Washington, DC for everything that happened to New Orleans and surrounding areas rather than just getting on with the rebuild. Now, 24 months later, there are still whole neighborhoods where very little has been accomplished and I believe a great deal of the blame for that is because of the initial partisan finger-pointing that is still going on today.

By contrast, in Mississippi, they didn’t try and blame Washington, DC for their problems (the Governor is Republican so no partisan bickering) and they got right to work and have made much greater strides towards getting the state and people’s lives back together. Now, it will be argued for years as to why this has occurred and while the complete answer is very complex and involves many aspects, I believe a major reason for the lack of progress in Louisiana, and with many governmental initiatives, can be blamed on the fall-out from partisan politics.

My Administration:
As an independent candidate for President my administration will not be burdened by the fact that we will need to make the proper political appointments or proper
political decisions to try and help us keep and maintain power. My chances of reelection will depend solely on how the American people believe that I am doing as their President.

Every decision that I will make as President of the United States will be based on four very simple questions:

1. Is it Good for America? By this I mean good for America as a whole, not for a special interest group, not for a specific industry, not for a specific political party, not for a specific politician’s reelection, but good for America as a whole.

2. Is this Federal law really necessary? We have thousands and thousands of Federal laws and way too many people in Congress trying to pass new ones all the time to help themselves get reelected. Unless a law is absolutely necessary for the American people as a whole, it should not be passed.

3. Is this a proper use of the citizen’s tax money? The Republican administration that we have had in this country for the last several years has been on a spending spree unlike that seen in many, many years. What happened to the theory of fiscal responsibility and smaller government? We need to stop throwing money at every special project that people in Washington can dream up to buy votes and stop now.

I will not be afraid to veto new laws if I do not believe that they are in the best interest of all Americans. As an independent President, I will not be under any obligation to pass a law to help a political party or to help get a certain senator or congressman reelected. I will have the freedom to do what is right for America rather than what is right for a special interest or political party.

Administration Personnel:
As an Independent candidate for President my administration will be free to hire the right people for the job, regardless of political affiliation. There will be Democrats in my administration; there will be Republicans in my administration; there will Independents, Greens and non-aligned people in my administration. The key to someone obtaining a job in my administration will be simple; do they want what is best for America, can they leave partisan politics at the door and do they have the proper credentials for getting the job done?

If a person does not have the right qualifications for a job, they will not be hired regardless of what they did to help me win the election. I will hire as someone in the private sector will hire – hire the best person for the job who will give us, the American people, the best return on our investment.

WN: There are thousands reading this right now. What could you say to convince them to give you their vote?

Frank McEnulty: Please visit my website and read up on where I stand. I believe you will find that I am the true moderate candidate who is looking to do what is best for all Americans and not just for a specific party or group.

McCain said he would be asking President George W. Bush to call a meeting for members of Congress in order to support Bush's controversial $700 billion bailout plan, but also said that there is no consensus for the proposal and it will not pass in its current form.

He called the crisis "historic", stressing the need for legislation and warning of "devastating consequences".

"I am calling on the president to convene a meeting with the leadership from both houses of Congress, including Senator Obama and myself. It is time for both parties to come together to solve this problem. It has become clear that no consensus has developed to support the administration's proposal and I do not believe that the plan on the table will pass as it currently stands. We are running out of time," said McCain during a press conference.

Early this morning, Obama had called McCain and asked for the two to put aside partisanship and focus on the economic troubles. The two agreed to issue a joint statement supporting an economic fix, just minutes before McCain made his announcement. Bush is scheduled to speak to the people of the U.S. in a televised speech at 9:01 PM EDT tonight.

Obama responded to McCain's speech minutes later, confirming that he would still attend the debate. He expressed a desire for fairness to taxpayers and an objection to rewarding those responsible for the financial crisis. Both candidates have stated that they intend to put politics aside to work on the financial crisis. Obama said, a president "is going to have
to deal with more than one thing at a time."

The proposal comes in the wake of Congressional hearings where US Federal Reserve chief Ben Bernanke and Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson have urged support of the measures proposed by the administration. Despite such appeals, both McCain and Obama have expressed skepticism over the proposed bailout, and the U.S. Congress has shown a noted concern that the measure may not benefit ordinary home owners as well as those on Wall Street.

**President Bush: U.S. respects Pakistan's sovereignty**

U.S. President George W. Bush acknowledged Pakistan’s sovereignty and pledged continued support for the country in economic and security fields. His comments were likely in response to the Pakistani president’s anger when US helicopters crossed Pakistani borders.

Bush and Asif Ali Zardari, newly elected President of Pakistan, met at the Waldorf Asotria Hotel on the sidelines of the 63rd UN General Assembly session and discussed strengthening their bilateral relationship. Bush also expressed full support for the "Friends of Pakistan" initiative to drum up international support for its economic development.

While talking to the press, Pakistan's Information Minister Sherry Rahman said "President Bush praised President Zardari's courage and commitment to fight terrorism despite his great personal loss". Bush also expressed grief over the heavy loss of life during the weekend bombing on the Marriot hotel, Islamabad.

At the outset, he said Pakistan was an important ally and reaffirmed the United States commitment to assist Pakistan’s economic development while also citing Washington’s bipartisan support in this respect.

Zardari took over the presidency from Pervez Musharraf in August.

**Senate Committee hears bailout proposal**

Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and Chairman of the Federal Reserve Ben Bernanke fielded questions from the Senate Banking Committee today. Paulson and Bernanke were joined by Christopher Cox, chairman of the SEC, and James Lockhart, director of the Federal Housing Finance Agency. The four urged the Committee to pass legislation allowing the Treasury to spend up to $700 billion to bailout investment banks by purchasing their "illiquid debt."

They made the pitch to the committee to bail out Wall Street by passing legislation giving the Treasury unprecedented authority and little oversight. The $700 billion will bail out investment banks with illiquid mortgage assets, securities these firms cannot sell because of the state of the housing sector. The proposal will create a reverse auction, in which the illiquid debt will be bought by the Treasury at a price much higher than the firesale prices the securities are currently valued out.

The debate centered around whether the government should be involved, is $700 billion too much, will it work, the issue of oversight, and the urgency of the situation.

Paulson and Bernanke claimed that such a bailout is precondition to a healthy recovery to the economy; credit is contingent on a healthy economy, the purchase of the bad debt will increase the lending to business and consumers to help the recovery of the economy.

**Adam Cooney wins Brownlow Medal**

On Monday night, Australian Football player Adam Cooney won the Australian Football League's most prestigious award, the Brownlow Medal, awarded to the AFL's best and fairest. He received 24 votes, behind Simon Black with 23 votes and Gary Ablett and Matthew Richardson with 22 votes. Cooney took the lead after 20 rounds of votes has been cast (out of twenty-two), and is the first Western Bulldogs player to win the medal since 1992.

Cooney was surprised to win the medal, after having been locked out of the vote count for two rounds (after having been to the toilet), and at one point, about to leave the vote count, believing he had little chance of winning the medal. However, he returned, and took the lead.

The Brownlow Medal is the start of AFL Grand Final week, which ends on Saturday, September 29, with the AFL Grand Final, with the Geelong Cats playing against the Hawthorn Hawks at the Melbourne Cricket Ground.

**Swiss cabinet reorganised, Finance Minister in coma**

Swiss Finance Minister Hans-Rudolf Merz has suffered a major heart attack and had to be hospitalised. He was in Eastern Switzerland when he collapsed.

Later on Sunday he was flown by helicopter to Bern University Hospital where he was placed into an artificial coma. The Finance
Minister underwent today a major bypass surgery and doctors say that he will have to remain in Intensive care for at least two weeks. As a result, the cabinet has been reorganised, with Eveline Widmer-Schlumpf (Minister for Justice and Police) as the interim Finance Minister and Moritz Leuenberger (Transport Minister) as her deputy.

The Swiss President, Pascal Couchepin, announced that he would not be attending the UN General Assembly in New York and that the Cabinet would hold an extra-ordinary session.

**Today in History**

- 1396 – Ottoman wars in Europe: Ottoman forces under Bayezid I defeated a Christian alliance led by Sigismund of Hungary in the Battle of Nicopolis near present-day Nikopol, Bulgaria.
- 1513 – Conquistador Vasco Núñez de Balboa, upon a peak in present-day Darién, Panama, became the first European known to have seen the Pacific Ocean from the New World, naming it Mar del Sur, or South Sea, a few days later.
- 1962 – The People's Democratic Republic of Algeria was formally proclaimed. Ferhat Abbas was elected President of the provisional government, with Ahmed Ben Bella as Prime Minister.
- 1983 – In one of the largest prison escapes in British history, 38 Provisional Irish Republican Army prisoners hijacked a prison meals lorry and smashed their way out of HM Prison Maze in County Antrim, Northern Ireland.

September 25 is Feast Day of Sergius of Radonezh (Eastern Orthodox Church)

**Quote of the Day**
The poet's voice need not merely be the record of man, it can be one of the props, the pillars to help him endure and prevail. ~ William Faulkner

**Word of the Day**
taupe adj
1. Of a dark brownish-gray colour.